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Spirituality and craziness 

A study to find the difference 
 

Choosing for spirituality means, inherently, getting totally fucked up. You might know 
the Law of physics: action is reaction. But you don’t (want to) See how this functions in your 
own life. Every act of you, every choice, every egoic act has its reaction, consequence in the 
other side of life, for the moment discarded – or: structurally discarded, as is usually the case 
when you are busy with spiritual stuff. Can you believe it: every time you try to get or do 
something ‘good’, for yourself or for others, you create pain, an opposite? Or is the Law of 
Physics too abstract for you, just a theoretical fact? Of course, you like to keep theory and 
practice separate. You cannot live with this knowledge of action is reaction. What? Who 
cannot live with it? That’s the Ego. Ego would actually die if you’d allow this shocking 
physics-truth in your life. 

Can you believe it, or better: See and experience it in your own Body: every positive 
word provokes a negative counterpart. If you talk about or attune to ‘light’, to ‘peace’, to 
‘Consciousness’ ‘Dark’ is triggered, ‘war’, unconsciousness, dirty words are – even if still 
stuck – floating already through you in the Dark waiting for a chance to come out. And that’s 
not bad to let them out, it’ll give you (some) relief from the tension that was built up by 
‘choosing for’, attuning to or even unconsciously, inattentively using a word or whatever 
form (or even the Formless) related to the easier, light(er) side of life. To Consciously, Freely, 
allow ‘Dark’ and ‘Light’ – or in general: two sides of any duality of life – means ‘going’ 
Deeper into life, Deeper Becoming (or: Bodily Realizing to Be) Life. Consciously Becoming 
Duality is Becoming and Realizing Deeper to Be One. 

If finally, finally, you start to allow, consciously, judgeless, the not-wanted and 
usually judged Dark side of life it might seem you’re becoming crazy. In fact it’s exactly the 
other way round. The craziness you held on to and that in the first place came into existence 
by choosing for the light side of life comes only in the Light now, it finally wants to relieve 
itself from the tension, pain that it is. If you’re too afraid of this craziness that unconsciously 
you ‘chose’ for – by choosing against the whole Reality, picking some things out of it that 
you preferred, disregarding others (and there’s only one way to become crazy: choosing, 
fighting against Reality) – then you’ll hurry back into the ‘safe’ same craziness that was 
already there. Why don’t you scream it all just out finally. How fucking relieving that is. 
Prick Cunt Fuck Dark Mud Danger Kill Bastard Dirty Scheiβe-Shit and God Damn all and 
Filthy Holy Cunt-Whore. This is the new spirituality – the old one is dead. To Consciously 
Compensate for your Lie of ‘the Light’, for your arrogance to believe that you are better than 
the Dark, that ‘you’ just have to deal with it, when and if at all you meet it sometimes. Your 
spiri-arrogance Has to be Compensated sooner or later, that’s the Law of Dual Nature. And 
you’re intelligent enough to understand this – everybody ‘has’ or Is Intelligence, as it’s not 
personal, it’s available, just as Unintelligence apparently – but still, you don’t want to live the 
Truth of this, as you’re ‘not crazy’. Well, then underground you pass on the craziness that you 
project somewhere else to others, others who you think you want to help and even assume to 
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actually help to get rid of their ‘craziness’ or unclarity or pain. People get actually crazy from 
you if you don’t release your craziness. It’s not a theory, it is not a joke, it actually happens. 
Unless, on their turn, they feel they got fucked up after meeting or even thinking about you 
and actually do allow the craziness to be set free, don’t tolerate it that their Body would stay 
like that, in that cramp where Breath, Space is squeezed out. By supporting people in their 
choice for whichever of all the forms and qualities that spirituality indeed has to offer, you 
support them in getting crazy, fucked up, lost in one side of life, in self-obsession therefore 
(even when this self can present itself as (selfless) ‘Self’). This holds true for supporting 
people in any choice. Cunt Prick Fuck… Just start practicing. Growling can surely also play a 
part in this or even replace words. It’s not about ‘words’, it’s about (allowing) the Dark. 
Hopefully needless to say that all of this respectfully raging, venting the Dark, whatever 
(other) form it takes, only makes ‘sense’ – ‘sense’ being always related to the Whole – when 
you give yourself fully, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily in it. To use ‘dark words’ as a 
new soporific mantra to compensate for the one-sidedness of the Light side of Life, doesn’t 
work – just like any (inherently egoic) practice doesn’t work by the way. The Dark by nature 
Wants to be Lived, energetically, consciously. You don’t have to add anything to Life. Both 
sides together make up Life. 

No, it doesn’t help if you try to ridicule this essay as blunt banal nonsense. Understand 
the Balance of Life. That civilized society, ‘our’ political leaders, our spiritual heroes or 
teachers, school teachers, ‘funny’ colleagues and friends and ‘even’ parents, present you and 
urge you to go into and hold on to just one side of life doesn’t mean at all that it’s true. They, 
as a group, Lie. The group always Lies, inherently, See that finally. They ‘have to’ Lie, that’s 
what they’re paid for. Nobody listens any more if the ego is not pleased, seduced, incited. The 
whole system wouldn’t function any more like it does now if they, people submitting to and 
functioning as ‘the group’, would be Honest. But why are you attracted to hear or read (and 
maybe talk) about scandals, sex, adultery, crime, abuse, murder, aggression, vulgarity, power, 
gossip? To have compensation. Or balance. 

You never noticed people laugh from dirty jokes, dark insinuations? This is relaxing. 
The tension of holding on to ‘the good side’ wants – even constantly – to be released. By 
attuning to the Dark this is possible. Your ‘problem’ is only that you, secretly, do this attuning 
– even, if you don’t want it, by having ‘Dark’ dreams – while maintaining the huge judgement 
about the ‘wrong’ side of life. This split keeps you crazy. And again and again you have to be 
‘naughty’ to be able to release the cramp (of your supposed goodness). If you don’t allow that 
naughtiness you become dead(ened). And most people prefer to stay let’s say energetically 
present which is only possible when to whatever extent ‘Darkness’ is being lived in whatever 
form (and usually unconsciously). 

To Freely move in the Light and the Dark, that’s something else. You’ve Seen-Felt on 
the Deepest Level, that is: Body-Level (but as Heart), that there’s no Escape from the Dark, 
from the Duality of Existence. The Dark always starts laughing already as soon as you’re 
successfully Seduced again to choose, for whatever, to get something, for yourself, for others, 
to get rid of something, of someone, whatever, whoever. 
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(Consciously) Allowing the Craziness (or seeming Paradox) of the Duality of 
Existence, of ‘your’ life, is, paradoxically, the Only ‘Way’ (Beyond Way) to be Sane, not 
crazy. To Be the Whole of Life is the Only ‘Remedy’ against the craziness of life. You are 
sick, that’s not the problem. You by Nature Want to be Taken Back into Life, to Be Undone, 
Relieved from the sickness, craziness that you are as yourself trying to be better than Life, 
trying to rule, control life. How sick can you get? I can Know, for as long as you are sick I am 
sick. I Live you, all of your unFelt sickness, unWholeness, anti-Life-ness, in and as my Body. 
It’s hell. The only way to Survive is to be aware of the craziness, to Consciously live your 
forgotten anger, cursing, pain, sadness, confusion, unconsciousness, split-ness, your head 
being separated from the trunk. You choose for life and you are dead even when you seem to 
energetically stream.* I live ‘craziness’ but I’m Alive. 

No, you don’t want to See that by your refusal to Feel the Dark, to Allow the 
craziness, the mad illogical dirty dangerous forms, you delegate this to others. This 
‘delegation’ doesn’t fit the picture of yourself that you seem to have to live with. So you 
define things in such a way that you would pass your ‘goodness’ on, your insights, your love, 
your consciousness, your good intentions, dedication, your healing qualities, whatever. The 
other side hurts. Always. Constantly. If you don’t Feel it, another one must – that’s a rule. 
Maybe the other doesn’t feel it consciously (yet), but anyway. And anyway, sooner or later 
it’s your turn, you cannot escape from the Dark. No one can. The more you try to escape into 
spirituality, the more Dark is being created. What to do, where to go, if you have the 
humbleness to See that this is True? Nothing to do, nowhere to go. Just Surrender in Reality, 
in both sides of life, that’s all that’s left. The spiri-show stops – spirituality itself not of 
course, one cannot kill anything that is true, part of the Whole, of Life. 

                                                
* I was never impressed by streaming with the Lie. 


